
IN THE CENTRAL STUDENT JUDICIARY 

GABY ROTH,     ) 

 Plaintiff              ) 

 v.      ) 

DAVID SCHAFER, PRESIDENT OF CSG  ) 

 Defendant     ) 

 

PLAINTIFF’S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT’S BRIEF 

Argument that A.R. 6-034 is binding on students 

 Defendant claims that A.R. 6-034 is “binding upon the authors, students at the University 

of Michigan”.  Plaintiff made the optional decision to write and submit this resolution – and only 

did so at the urging of Defendant’s right-hand-man, CSG Chief of Staff Noah Betman. See 

Exhibit A of first brief.  Plaintiff optionally chose to seek funding for this resolution, and had 

every opportunity not to submit the resolution or withdraw the resolution while it was being 

considered before the Assembly.  Plaintiff optionally sought this obligation – she chose to take 

this on and wasn’t obligated to host these lunches.  Additionally, Plaintiff planned these lunch 

events before CSG involvement even came into play. See Exhibit A of first brief.  Even before 

this resolution was presented to the Assembly, Plaintiff had met with students from both the 

Israeli and Palestinian communities to plan the lunch series. She optionally chose to take this on 

– and these lunches would have existed whether or not CSG involvement came into play. The 

word “binding,” as discussed in Plaintiff’s first brief, means that an obligation has been created 

and placed (on a student, in this case).  Yet, because Plaintiff had already planned to do hold 

these lunch-dialogues before CSG involvement, no new obligation was created or placed on her.   



 Even more noteworthy is that Defendant plainly argues that being an author of a CSG 

resolution is binding itself.  Chapter VIII of the Assembly Operating Procedures state that “Each 

resolution shall have at least one author, who can be any member of the Assembly or the 

University community.” See Assembly Operating Procedures on CSG website.  If every 

resolution passed is binding on its author, and every resolution requires at least one author, each 

and every resolution would therefore be binding and veto-able under Defendant’s argument.  

However, the Constitution clearly did not intend to allow the Executive to have the unlimited 

authority to veto all resolutions.  The fact that the veto power is qualified and limited in use to 

only three specific types of resolutions means that the Constitution did not want this power to be 

used on all resolutions, without limit. Defendant essentially argues that all resolutions can be 

vetoed.  But if this were true, it would render the Constitution’s limits on the veto power useless 

and meaningless.  There would be no limits on the veto power, and the clause limiting the veto 

power would be superfluous. However, students of the law know that this defies a key canon of 

statutory construction, the rule against surplusage.   

 Given these reasons, I urge the CSJ to conduct a thought-experiment of sorts. If the Court 

sides with the Defendant, under his logic, what resolutions would not be binding?  The answer is 

none. Under the Defendant’s logic, all resolutions would be binding, and therefore veto-able. 

Every single resolution passed by the Assembly, no matter what it is, would be able to be vetoed.  

Defendant failed to (and could not) produce an example of a resolution that, under his own 

guidelines, would not be subject to a veto.  This is an extremely dangerous precedent to set – and 

if set by the Court, it renders the Constitution’s limits on the veto power to be meaningless.      

Argument that 6-034 is binding on Student Organizations 



 Defendant also argues that Plaintiff’s resolution is binding on CSG, a student 

organization.  Defendant’s logic, again, would mean that all resolutions could be vetoed.  It is 

indisputable that every single resolution passed by CSG is somewhat binding on the organization 

– not just because of the costs of physically printing copies of resolutions, but because every 

resolution has at least one “Resolved” clause which binds CSG to take some sort of action.  But 

again, the Constitution did not explicitly qualify and limit the veto power just to allow it to be 

practiced unlimitedly.  A plain text reading of the Constitution indisputably supports a finding 

that the veto power has extensive limits.  

 Furthermore, CSG’s governing documents clearly consider CSG itself to be a 

government and not a student organization.  For example, the CSJ Manual of Procedure 

differentiates CSG from all other student organizations when filing a case.  Section 51.242 

“Central Student Government” specifies how a complainant must properly serve CSG, while 

Section 51.243 “Student Organization” specifies how a complainant must properly serve a 

Student Organization.  It is undeniable that the Central Student Government – and CSJ in 

particular – distinguishes CSG from other student organizations. See CSJ Manual of Procedure.  

Therefore, even though A.R. 6-034 is not any more binding on CSG than any other CSG 

resolution, there is still a distinction made that differentiates CSG from what is traditionally 

referred to as a “student organization” by the Constitution. 

Argument Regarding Legislative History Or Customs  

 Defendant argues that the President should have veto power simply because he thinks it 

would be important to “the balance of powers”.  Unfortunately for the Defendant, nowhere in the 

Constitution, Compiled Code, or Manual of Procedure does it state that Defendant’s personal 

opinions of what makes a balanced government count as a consideration for what is and is not 



constitutional.  Defendant had no option but to look for an entirely separate government’s 

structure to support his argument. Defendant is quick to compare the United States Federal 

Government system to Central Student Government.  This, however, is a preposterous 

comparison.  The CSJ should not make decisions based off of how other governments are 

structured.  The question at hand is regarding a student government constitution – not the U.S. 

Constitution.  It is inappropriate to cite an entirely different government’s structure. Defendant 

also failed to properly cite appropriate cases supporting his argument, which violated Section 

51.425 of the CSJ Manual of Procedure. See CSJ Manual of Procedure.  Plaintiff moves the 

Court to strike Defendant’s far-fetched argument regarding federal law from the record until 

Defendant can properly cite cases instead of making broad, generalizing statements about his 

perceptions of federal law.  

 Defendant attempts to shift the Court’s focus away from the text of Plaintiff’s argument 

and instead on obscure and irrelevant examples of other CSG vetoes.   First, the vetoes he cites 

are of resolutions of an entirely different nature than A.R. 6-034.  One resolution is from a 

different funding account than the one in question (Legislative Discretionary), and the other 

resolution is not even a funding resolution.  Defendant even failed to include the text of A.R. 4-

036 as an exhibit, likely because he knows this example has no similarity to the resolution in 

question.  But moreover, the lack of any constitutional challenge to these dissimilar resolutions 

does not mean the vetoes themselves were constitutional.   Simply because there was no student-

whistleblower in the past does not mean that previous unconstitutional actions make Defendant’s 

action suddenly constitutional.  A driver can run 100 red lights in a row without getting a ticket – 

but that doesn’t make the 101st red light legal when finally stopped by the police.  Finally, it is 

especially noteworthy that the two vetoes mentioned by Defendant occurred in the last week of 



office for Presidents Proppe and Dishell, respectively – with no time left in the school year to 

challenge these dissimilar vetoes.   

Argument about “Popular Conceptions of Executive Power” 

 Defendant repeated his personal views about checks and balances, and stated that the 

Constitution intended to grant the President broad veto power.  Again, Plaintiff reminds the 

Court of the strongly held legal principles of Expressio Unius and the Rule of Surplusage in 

proving that the veto power is narrow and expressly limited. Defendant again compares CSG to 

the Federal Government, saying that the U.S. President usually can veto funding bills.  The 

Plaintiff, yet again, reminds the Court that this is not a case regarding the U.S. Constitution but 

rather the CSG Constitution.  There are stark differences between the U.S. Federal budget 

process and CSG’s.  The Federal Government’s budget requires the U.S. President’s signature1, 

but CSG’s budget does not require the CSG President’s signature. See Compiled Code Section V 

(A)(3). 

No Response to Plaintiff’s Second Argument (Legislative Discretionary funding is not 

subject to Executive Review) 

 Plaintiff would like to highlight to the Court that Defendant failed to provide any 

response to Plaintiff’s argument that Legislative Discretionary funding is to be disbursed only by 

a majority vote of the Assembly – and that the Executive has no oversight over the Assembly’s 

own account.  

 

 

    

                                                
1 http://www.ncsl.org/research/fiscal-policy/federal-budget-process.aspx 


